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How does the Canadian film industry measure up?

Drawn from his own experiences, Vittorio Rossi’s new comedy-drama exposes the bureaucratic institution
that is the Canadian film industry, and we follow the character Michael Moretti, a veteran playwright, as he
struggles to get his new play, Romeo’s Rise, turned into a movie.

Michael must decide between a multi-million dollar offer from his Canadian-friend-turned-movie-producer
Jake Henry, or a low-budget offer from an independent producer in Los Angeles. Jake’s deal promises him
generous financial support if he survives the editing process with a senior script writer from the Canadian
Film Fund. The American deal isn’t so lucrative, but he’d retain complete artistic control. Or a low budget
offer from an independent producer from Los Angeles that would let him retain total artistic control. In
reference to the Charbonneau Commission, a public inquiry into the corruption of the management of public
construction contracts, the envelope of the play’s title is the government’s unofficial agreement to see that
Jake’s project would get funded. Rossi asks the question at the heart of artistic affairs: Will Moretti take the
big bucks and compromise his work, or will he stand firm in his artistic and personal integrity?

Cast of 5 men and 2 women.
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From reader reviews:

Cornell Smith:

Book will be written, printed, or created for everything. You can know everything you want by a publication.
Book has a different type. We all know that that book is important thing to bring us around the world. Next
to that you can your reading proficiency was fluently. A reserve The Envelope will make you to end up
being smarter. You can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about every thing. But some of you think
that will open or reading any book make you bored. It is far from make you fun. Why they could be thought
like that? Have you seeking best book or acceptable book with you?

Carlos Vickers:

Why? Because this The Envelope is an unordinary book that the inside of the publication waiting for you to
snap the idea but latter it will shock you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book beside it was
fantastic author who write the book in such incredible way makes the content within easier to understand,
entertaining method but still convey the meaning fully. So , it is good for you because of not hesitating
having this any more or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of advantages than
the other book have got such as help improving your proficiency and your critical thinking technique. So ,
still want to hold off having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Rosalie Castillo:

Are you kind of stressful person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill also analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book than can satisfy
your short space of time to read it because this all time you only find e-book that need more time to be study.
The Envelope can be your answer because it can be read by a person who have those short free time
problems.

Elizabeth Villalobos:

Reading a guide make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information from
a book. Book is prepared or printed or descriptive from each source which filled update of news. On this
modern era like currently, many ways to get information are available for you actually. From media social
just like newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, fresh and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Isn't it time to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just in
search of the The Envelope when you needed it?
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